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We frequently think about future opportunities-whether they are better or worse than what we currently have and how to achieve them-and this deliberation can include a multitude of prospective situations. Yet, to correctly assess the value of a distinct path of actions, we not only have to consider their objective values but additionally our capacities to achieve them: if we know that we will perform badly in certain situations, despite the possibility of a desirable outcome, we should avoid these situations. Such features of prospective decision making and their neural correlates have rarely been studied in experimental settings due to their complexity and a lack of suitable tasks.
Experimental examples of such dilemma include choosing iteratively between multiple job applicants under the assumption that each rejection is immediately effective and final, which has been called the secretary or marriage problem. In these classical tasks, sampling is required to learn the value of the environment, such that learning is difficult to be dissociated from deliberation, planning, and inference. In most real-world cases, however, we do have knowledge about what the likely value of future possibilities and their variance and range may be. In this issue of Neuron, Kolling et al. (2018) present results of a novel experimental paradigm incorporating these complex features, which allows them to study their neural correlates using fMRI and to compare human decisions to an ideal solution of the task (based on a tree-search model). The task resembles a job-market problem, but similar situations include choosing to buy a flat or a used car. In all cases, individuals strive to obtain the best of multiple possible options while incorporating factors such as costs of searching for alternatives and the time horizon up until when a new opportunity has to be found.
Ecologically valid prospective planning tasks need to incorporate at least three key features, exemplified here in the framework of the job-market problem. First, the decision to settle for an offer or engage in searching for alternatives should be based on a comparison between the value of the current option and the value to search for alternatives. This search value can be further dissected into the average prospective value of all courses of possible actions and the immediately available alternatives when given only one choice to select from. Kolling et al. (2018) term the latter ''myopic value,'' defined as the combination of probability and values of all alternative offers in the market. The combined search value should be positively associated with the decision to search for alternatives. Second, leaving my current job and engaging in job interviews is costly, which negatively influences decisions to search for alternatives. Third, I should anticipate how the prospective value of the market changes over time when my possibilities to continue searching decrease: if I cannot find a new position quickly, I may run out of resources. Notably, the speed in which prospective value declines in this situation is nonlinear because the probability to obtain a desirable alternative reduces more steeply when the number of possible searches approaches one. Additionally, incorporation of knowledge about myself and whether or not I will be able to identify the best possibilities-that is, being aware of my own biases-should influence my decisions as well. The task designed by Kolling et al. (2018) allows them to separately study these key features of prospective deliberation as well as their interactions and neural representation.
The decision to initially search for a new job was indeed independently influenced by higher myopic and prospective values, accounting for the cost of searching and the value of the current job offer. On the behavioral side, these findings rule out that participants based their decisions exclusively on the immediate value of alternatives without incorporation of prospective features, such as the time left to search. It remains a highly interesting question how humans solve this complex problem efficiently when predicting all possible alternative paths appears unfeasible. Possibly, they group alternative options by related values and learn the steepness of the decline of prospective values based on experience. Model comparison between tree-search and approximately exponential decline provided evidence for this possibility. These heuristics and what task features influence them could be further differentiated in future studies to reveal even more details on how humans incorporate dynamically predicted changes into future planning.
Using fMRI, Kolling et al. (2018) tested how myopic and prospective values, the constituent components of search value, are represented in neural activity. They report that the dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dmPFC and dlPFC) positively reflect both types of value in partly overlapping areas (schematically depicted in Figure 1) . Moreover, the higher prospective values were, the more tightly both regions were coupled. Kolling et al. (2018) note that this exchange may resemble the integration of feedback information to guide future planning. More specifically, given that dmPFC neurons reflect current action states as well as deviations in the form of errors (Ebitz and Platt, 2015) , dmPFC could evaluate performance feedback while dlPFC may contextualize feedback information given its known involvement in reflecting and maintaining task structures.
A notable feature of this task is that the myopic value of the combined immediately available alternative options does not positively covary with several measures of choice difficulty, as was to some degree the case in related investigations of foraging decisions (Kolling et al., 2012) and has been the topic of controversy (Shenhav et al., 2014) . On the contrary, here, more difficult decisions in which the currently obtained value is closer to the subjective value of searching are characterized by lower myopic as well as prospective values. Kolling et al. (2018) note that this suggests that dmPFC integrates the value of available response options. In line with this, single neurons in dmPFC are activated by evidence in favor of each response option and resulting difficulty or conflict signals may emerge at the level of population-coding when either more options are available or evidence for each option is high. Expected values may be updated via negative performance feedback (Fischer and Ullsperger, 2013; Stoll et al., 2016) , and the population-level signal appears to be implemented to facilitate consecutive changes in behavior (Ebitz and Platt, 2015) . Thus, correlates of difficulty may arise when individual neurons code preferential choice.
While the actual costs of searching are reflected in the search value, the simple presence of costs additionally deterred participants from searching in this task. An interesting question is thus which brain regions show overall increases when engaging in searching is more costly and which brain regions exchange information when costs need to be overcome. While Kolling et al. (2018) found that frontal regions did not distinctly code search costs, connectivity between perigenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) and the ventral striatum increased, when costs needed to be overcome, replicating a previous report (Kolling et al., 2012) . Interestingly, a recent optogenetic study in rats found that projections from similar frontal regions to striatal striosomes were causally related to decision formation specifically under cost-benefit conflict (Friedman et al., 2015) . Optogenetic inhibition of this fronto-striatal projection was found to reduce the sensitivity to costs, and inhibition neither of frontal regions alone nor of the striatal target resembled this effect. Given that pgACC has been the target of neuropsychiatric interventions-especially for depression and anxiety disorders-for many years (Pizzagalli, 2011) , connectivity studies of the rostral ACC are a worthy target for future experiments that could dissociate the specific computational roles, as well as the direction of information flow, when goals can only be achieved by overcoming costs.
By dissecting the course of decisions over time via multiple regression models, Kolling et al. (2018) report that participants were biased toward continued searching once they had initiated a search for alternatives. This phenomenon is described in behavioral economics as ''sunk costs'' and resembles the Concorde fallacy, which may in the future be better described as the Brexit fallacy: the tendency to continue a path once taken despite increasing evidence of an undesirable result. Given that even in insects decisions are based on statedependent learning, such behavior may be deeply rooted in our evolution (Pompilio et al., 2006) . Intriguingly, Kolling et al. (2018) provide evidence that participants are aware of their own decision-making deficiencies or biases, and those participants that reported higher degrees of awareness of their own tendencies to over persevere avoided market situations with steeper declines of prospective Prospective (green) and myopic (red) values are represented in partly overlapping regions of dlPFC (left top) and dmPFC (right), whereas the expected change of prospective value (pink) covaries with activity in an adjacent region overlapping the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA). Connectivity between dmPFC and dlPFC increased when prospective values were higher (double-ended arrow). Participants that used prospective value to more strongly guide their decisions displayed increased activity in pgACC when making their decisions (yellow). This region additionally increased in connectivity with the ventral striatum (dashed circles) when searching was costly. values, in which over perseverance is particularly costly. In a recent study, we showed that participants with more efficient integration of myopic values in subcortical and frontal regions (the same ones that were specifically engaged by long-term inference) better counteracted reward-induced decision biases (Fischer et al., 2017) . Here, Kolling et al. (2018) found that pgACC showed stronger activation in those participants that relied more strongly on exact prospective values behaviorally (Figure 1) . Across the group of participants, pgACC activity was related to how much participants avoided trials in which prospective values changed more rapidly, yet the actual rate of change was reflected in a distinct but adjacent region in dmPFC. It appears a fruitful line of future research to continue to explore which neural mechanisms cause these behavioral biases and what renders some people less receptive to suboptimal decision strategies.
In sum, Kolling et al. (2018) provide novel insights into how distinct sub-regions in the prefrontal cortex and their interplay with subcortical areas, such as the striatum, enable humans to prospectively evaluate future decision paths and incorporate rich environmental factors frequently encountered in real-world situations.
